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Sermon – 4-29-18 – “An App for God?” 

Grace and Peace – Pause and reflect… 

Smartphones can be wonderful things but many feel the need to check them every few 

minutes, it seems - something important might be missed - the event of the year - News story – 

a Tweet - an e-mail that will change the course of one’s life.  I have become very dependent on 

my “Smartphone” to keep tract of my life, of my comings and goings – of balancing my schedule 

– of reminding me of my next appointment – telling me the temperature – keeping me in touch 

with people I haven’t been in touch with for a long time.  I have used mine in emergency 

situations and when I have been involved in car accidents. If I’m running late, I can let the other 

person know. I have used it when I am lost and need direction, which happens now and then.  I 

depend on my “Smartphone” to be smarter than I am!   

Although I don’t tweet or text much and typically I’m not one of the people you might 

see walking into the crosswalk or even worse, jaywalking without looking up from their 

“Smartphone” I do look at it while waiting for an elevator or while on the elliptical machine at 

the gym.  It helps me to keep connected with people and the world but it is also a resource for 

the things I do.  I will send myself reminders or take pictures of things I want to use in sermons.  

I will ask “Google” questions about things I am wondering about.  There are all sorts of apps 

than I can add that will help me shop and satisfy all my needs.  There is probably an app that I 

can add that will help me to not focus so much on my phone and focus more on the people in 

my life.  

“Smartphones” have an addictive quality, they are designed to appeal to the parts of the 

brain which creates dopamine.  Dopamine is created in various parts of the brain and is critical 
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in all sorts of brain functions, including thinking, moving, sleeping, mood, attention, motivation, 

seeking and reward. It has to do with the idea of instant gratification; the brain has more 

activity when people are ANTICIPATING a reward than when they actually get it.   

Why all this talk about “Smartphones?”  It has something to do with how we focus our 

attention and spend our time.  A common complaint, for most people no matter what their 

situation, that there simply are not enough hours in the day. Schedules are full, too many 

responsibilities and commitments.  This becomes one’s excuse for not being able spend quality 

time with others or even ourselves.  Lack of time becomes a reason one doesn’t eat better or 

exercise more or even pray more regularly – “Who has the time?” According to my 

“Smartphone” 

Maybe you hear in today’s gospel another demand on your time.  We can make the 

mistake of assuming that what often works well in one aspect of our lives, works equally well in 

our spiritual lives: in this case, the motto of every busy and rushed person – which probably fits 

for many of us – “If I don’t do it, it won’t get done.” But hear what Jesus says: “I AM the true 

vine, and my Father is the vine-grower.” He goes on to tell us very clearly who is doing the 

work, and it is not you or me, my friends. “He removes every branch in me that does not bear 

fruit.” 

This idea of the people of God as “God’s vineyard” is a very old one, going back to the 

Jewish psalms, as well as other places in the Old Testament. Listen to part of Psalm 80: “You 

brought a vine out of Egypt; you drove out the nations and planted it. You cleared the ground 

for it; it took deep root and filled the land.” Again, notice that it is God who is doing all the 
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planting here, not us. And think of all the other I AM statements found in the Gospel of John: “I 

AM the light of the world,” “I AM the gate,” “I AM the resurrection and the life.” 

In today’s gospel, Jesus addresses us twice with the phrase “I AM the vine.” There is a 

promise here. “I AM the vine, and you are the branches.” Jesus is asking each of us to simply BE 

with him. This sounds deceptively easy, but strangely isn’t.  Being verses doing is very 

challenging for human beings seeking a “Dopamine” experience from everything we do.  

“Being” sounds boring, doing sounds active and exciting.  “Being” sounds like meditating and 

that sounds difficult, even if it is proven to be beneficial.  Maybe you saw this tidbit on the 

“News” this week and it’s real, backed up by a study and everything.  “One hour of meditation 

per week can alleviate a week’s worth of anxiety.”  Just think of what meditating daily could do, 

maybe not for a whole hour, but a little is better than nothing. 

So, as I mentioned in my article in the Digest I did some repotting and pruning in my 

little “Urban Garden” – our brain does pruning all the time. “Glial cells” are the gardeners of our 

brain–they act to speed up signals between certain neurons. But other glial cells are the waste 

removers, pulling up weeds, killing pests, raking up dead leaves. Your brain’s pruning gardeners 

are called “microglial cells.” They prune your synaptic connections. But, how do they know 

which ones to prune? When we learn new things, the brain builds connections, but they’re 

inefficient, and the brain needs to prune a lot of those connections away and build more 

streamlined, efficient pathways.  

Your brain cleans itself out when you sleep–your brain cells shrink by up to 60% to 

create space for your glial gardeners to come in take away the waste and prune the synapses.  

We have some control over what our brain decides to delete while we sleep.  It’s the synaptic 
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connections we don’t use that get marked for recycling. The ones you use are the ones that get 

watered and oxygenated.  So be mindful of what you’re thinking about. If you spend more time 

on who is going to win the TV Show; “The Bachelor” this season than on your job or God, guess 

which synapses are going to get marked for recycling? 

So, when it comes down to it we aren’t “Human Doings” – We are “Human Beings”,  

engaging in the world around us and the God who gives us life, but often we lose our focus and 

let stuff and activities get in the way of what’s important.  When we Abide with God, we are 

focused on God’s presence in our lives and the world around us.  When we abide with God we 

also Abide with each other and God’s.  When do worship, or prayer or even meditation to get it 

done with, we are busying ourselves with the Religious activities of God which in turn keeps 

God at a distance, at least in our minds. 

Jesus, the Vine, is the abundant life of God we experience here and now, not just in 

some future time. God is doing more in our lives than any of us are aware. We are being called 

to intentionally notice and take the time to increase our awareness of God’s presence in our 

lives.  Jesus says: “I AM the vine, you are the branches” he doesn’t say I will be the Vine after 

you do this or that.  The abiding presence of God is in the power of the Word when Jesus makes 

this and other “I AM” statements – ultimately saying; I am with you always!   We continually 

“Prune” away all that distracts us from seeing God’s presence and desire for a “dopamine” 

experience of God.   I don’t know if there is an App for God on my “Smartphone” for Abiding 

with God. There are Apps to keep us focused in the moment.  When we are focused in the 

moment we focus on the God who is the Life Giving Vine for all of us branches! Jesus’ promise 

is: “Abide in me as I abide in you.” Amen 


